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Scanning…
Biological Matter: 56%
Artificial Matter: 42%
Unknown Matter: 2%
Temperature: 35°C / 95°F
Humidity: 75%
Movement Level: N/A
Noise Level: 27 dB
Location: Unknown
Rendering…
Scan Complete.
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The sun was warm, too warm. It felt almost unnatural upon her skin. This must have been what
had caused her to wake up. She opened one eye slowly, trying to avoid the sunlight assaulting her
senses. Green, she noted. Upon opening her other eye, she observed that she had, in fact, been lying
on a fluﬀy patch of dew-wet green grass. She felt groggy, and her head was throbbing as though a
baby elephant has mistakenly been trapped inside and was now trying to get out. She attempted to
push herself up onto her arms. They faltered and she fell back to the sea of almost-phosphorescently
glowing green blades. Rolling onto her back seemed to work substantially better, and she allowed
herself to take in her surroundings.
There really was a lot of green. There seemed to be plant-life everywhere, it had taken over
everything in sight. Every wall, banister and stair was covered in a layer of moss, ivy and vines. In
fact, she was sure she had never seen so many shades of green in one place before. It was clear,
however, that she wasn’t in any kind of jungle or forest, these walls and banisters and stairs were
certainly the remnants of a large human dwelling, a city. Thora remembered cities — huge, loud
environments, full of movement and people, cars and pollution and an astoundingly bustling energy.
But now the city stood silent. There were no cars, no voices, no planes flying overhead. Thora heard
none of the sounds of everyday human living and it made her feel quite strange, like she was asleep
with her eyes open.
Thora let her vision wander along a ledge, taking in the vines that twisted themselves through the
concrete and around pillars, forging openings in the decrepit, decaying materials. It seemed,
ironically, as though the vines were choking the life out of the city. After a long while, and a lot of
stretching, she managed to pick herself up and walk slowly across her small patch of downy,
overgrown grass to a hard, cold, concrete staircase, hidden from the sun by a large piece of wall that
no longer supported what it had been built for. The chill of the hard stone-like surface under her
legs was welcome after the dry heat of the sun.
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“Where AM I?” she wondered aloud, her voice croaky from an apparent lack of use. She coughed a
little to try and clear it. It stung. For the first time she tried to think of where she had come from in
the hopes it might give her an idea of where she could be. Nothing. Not a memory came back to
her, and it dawned on her she had no idea who, or where, she was.
Looking down she could see most of what she was wearing: a dirty pair of what looked to once be
vibrant-orange pants, a white singlet with some numbers on the front, which she made out to be
56213 and a grubby pair of plain black boots. The boots looked sturdy but worn. Unfortunately, this
didn’t help her very much. She shoved her hands in the dirty pockets of the orange pants and was
shocked to feel something crumble under her touch. It was a small, folded piece of paper. She
unfolded it carefully.

Subject: 56213
Name: Duncan, Thora
Hair: Short, Auburn-Brown
Eyes: Blue
Height: 156 cm
Location: Seattle

It all seemed very convenient. She stared down at the note, reading it again, particularly the name.
It was written in a messy scrawl, and looked to have been recorded in a rush. So she had been in
Seattle. She didn’t know where that was; and she didn’t know how to get there from where she was
now. Wherever it was that she had ended up, however, had certainly been abandoned for quite
some time. There were no signs of anyone having lived here, of even visited in what was most likely
years. The silence alone could tell her that much.
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Standing, Thora stretched her legs some more, and walked toward what resembled a street
through the large, gaping hole that was once the side of the building. As she stepped out onto the
black asphalt, she gasped as she took in the image of the huge, looming skyscrapers which had
become captive to the smothering greenery.
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Scanning…
The decibels are fluctuating.
There is movement.
Movement is interesting.
I have not detected movement in a
very long time.
I wonder what it could be.
A bird perhaps?
I like birds.
Sweet little things.
Tweet, little things.
Oh, those words sound…
nice together.
Should I go and see?
Should I leave my designated course?
For a bird?
For a tweet?
Perhaps.
I am very curious…
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It had only just occurred to Thora that she was alone. The thought had saddened her at first, but
then she realised the simple solution — she had to find everyone else. They had to be somewhere,
right? This new determination gave her energy, another thing she was lacking. Then again, it was
most likely the lack of food that was leading to her lack of energy. She made a mental note to keep
an eye out for anything edible.
Thora decided the first thing she needed to do was figure out where she was. In order to do this,
she needed to find the highest accessible point and climb it, so that she could get an overview of the
area. She wandered in to a few buildings, but judged the staircases in each too dangerous to climb,
or took one look at the shattered walls and cringed. It took a while but after the eighth building,
Thora found a staircase she deemed stable enough to climb.
From the top of the building, Thora could immediately see several land marks that gave her the
answer to where she was. The giant, sea green lady with her symbolic torch shining her light toward
the towering skyscrapers crawling with greenery and a huge, black bridge. And Thora knew
immediately that she was a long, long way from home.
It was at this point that Thora had to stop and seriously consider her situation. She tried to
remember who she was, where she came from, and slowly fragments started coming back to her.
First she started to remember faces, people she had more recently interacted with. Not many names
came back to Thora, and when they did, she sadly wasn’t able to put them to any of the faces. As the
lack of information started sinking in, she began feeling even more lost.
Thora sat for quite some time, thinking and forcing her brain to remember things that it had almost
wiped clean. There had to be a wall, a tall, thick, menacing wall, somewhere in her mind, blocking
and hoarding this information. A wall stopping her from knowing who she really was. A wall
stopping her from finding her family, friends, and anyone else that she had some kind of connection
to. There had to be someway of knocking this wall down.
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Thora established that there had to be someway of remembering things that had been forgotten,
like restoring computer memory, or retrieving lost data from a flash drive. And it was this thought,
this small inkling of hope, this idea of finding someone, anyone, everyone; this idea of finding herself,
that finally gave birth to an idea. If she could find something that was familiar, a place she had been
before perhaps, then her senses: sight, touch, smell – these things could trigger her memory, and
make her remember.
With a new, invigorated energy, Thora jumped up and headed back out of the building, down the
stairs with a hopeful spring in her step. She stepped back out into the sunshine and took a deep
breath, then headed oﬀ down the street in the direction that looked the most appealing.
After a while, and passing the same ramshackle little store several times, she started to feel the truth
press down on her — she was in a strange city, with no idea where anything was, and no idea how to
get home. Thora had been walking aimlessly for about thirty minutes when she saw something that
gave her a small inkling of hope.
A newspaper stand stood on the corner of the street opposite her, looking almost untouched, save
for the lack of any fresh produce that would have normally adorned the cart. She hurried over,
making sure not to trip on the large chunks of asphalt that had jutted up as a result of huge cracks
spreading along the road. As she reached the stand the first thing she looked for was food, as her
stomach had finally convinced her that she was absolutely starving. The fruit was completely
inedible, but Thora was lucky enough to find a packet of biscuits that were secured in a colourful
plastic wrapper, which she tore oﬀ extremely quickly, and started shoving the biscuits into her
mouth.
While struggling to swallow her mouth full of dry, unflavourful biscuits, Thora spotted a number of
torn, dirty newspapers and magazines lined up along a huge rack beside the stand. The magazines
seemed to display a large array of superfluous glamour girls, but one of the newspaper articles
caught her eye. It was titled: ‘New York City Lost’. She snatched up the article and read it
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16 November, 2021

NEW YORK CITY
LOST

Angeles area. Evacuations are proving
New York City crumbled last night in a

difficult. The death toll is still climbing and

vicious assault involving several bombs

no official numbers have been announced.

dropped from the air. This occurred after

There are still tens of thousands of people

several smaller bombs had been dropped

missing from all areas surrounding these

in other major cities, including Oklahoma

mysterious bombings.

City, Austin, Seattle, Phoenix and Salt Lake

The president has issued a warning —

City last week.

saying citizens, where possible, should

The damage sustained in New York City

seek refuge with family and friends

has been much more disastrous than any

overseas. The level of panic is still being

other city. These sites are still under

controlled by mass policing efforts; no

investigation and all surviving residents

major riots have broken out yet. Authorities

within the large blast radiuses have been

urge citizens to keep a calm and orderly

evacuated. It is still unknown where the

manner at all times during any evacuation

numerous aircrafts came from, or how they

procedures. The US government and

entered American airspace without being

armed forces appreciate your co-operation

detected.

in these trying times.

It has been three weeks since the first of
the bombings began in the Los
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diligently.
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Scanning…
Located: unknown being.
Is it human?
Could it be?
I must see…
My circuits are quivering.
Searching,
Scanning…
Can I find it?
I wonder if it can talk?
I wonder if it can walk?
I wonder how like the sweet
little birds it is?
I wonder what ‘flesh’ is like.
I wonder what it looks like…
I wonder.
I’m going to find it.
I am very curious…
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The newspaper article spurred immense amounts of hope in Thora. She knew that there was a
possibility that someone she knew might be somewhere safe. Possibly overseas, possibly still here,
maybe even looking for her. She knew someone had to miss her, somewhere. The issue was — she
wasn’t sure how old the paper was.
She had chosen to try to make her way toward the bridge. She figured that the bridge was linked to
somewhere else important. She knew, somehow, that if she could make it to the bridge, then she
was heading in the right direction to start heading towards home, or at least, somewhere with
something familiar so she could try and remember something else that might lead her in the right
direction.
She was making sure she kept a close eye and ear out for signs of other life. She had seen plenty of
birds flitting around, which made sense — they would have been the first to come back after the
bombings, flying was surely the easiest way in and out of the city. But she was also in the city, and
that had to mean there was a way in somewhere, and if there was a way in, maybe others had found
their way back in as well, looking for hope, or family, or even belongings. And she also knew that if
there was a way in, then there was a way out, and she was determined to find it.
A loud scrapping sound made Thora stop. She looked around. There was nobody there. There we
no person, no animal, not even a tree branch that could have fallen and made the screeching sound
on its way down. The eerie silence had made the sound all the more threatening. On closer
inspection though, Thora found small a shiny metallic ball, that resembled a scary, space-age
looking floating eye. Thora walked toward the strange little orb, which bounced up as though
startled and attempted to hide behind a small pink flower that was sprouting out of a step behind
her.
“H.. Hello” she felt strange talking to something that she knew was very unlikely to speak back, but
was doubly shocked when it responded quietly.
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“Scanning?” It spluttered, coming out slightly from behind the flower.
“Well, I’m kind of scanning,” Thora said quietly, “I’m looking for someone”.
“Looking?” it repeated quietly, edging back toward the insignificant looking flower. “Scanning” It
spoke like a small child, with a highly synthesised register. Like a computer, but with more fluidity.
Thora studied it for a moment, watching it’s little blue lights flash in odd spots around the sphere.
“Are you a robot?” She asked, bobbing down so she didn’t seem quite as threatening. It bounced
quickly up and down, as if it were trying to nod. She found its behaviour strangely comforting and
unsettling at the same time. It was a relief to find something she could somewhat converse with,
however, it was so un-human like in its appearance, that its childlike persona was all the more
bizarre.
“I can help,” it mumbled, then added a little more confidently, “follow”.
The small sphere jerked oﬀ suddenly, and Thora almost lost her footing trying to follow. It led her
through a few scarily crumbling back streets, it’s small beeps and clicks echoing through the ghostly
silence. It was a few minutes before they came to a slow in front of a boring, grey building, and the
little robot ducked through a small hole in the wall. Thora had to get down on her hands and knees
to follow. Crawling through the hole and into the small, dimly lit space it led in to caused Thora to
stop and let her eyesight adjust. When it did, and the dirt had settled from her army-crawl, Thora
could see several screens depicting multitudes of radar-like images flitting back and forth.
“Wow,” she muttered, slowly looking over all the images in order to take them in. The first screen
had a very traditional looking radar, but Thora was sure there should have been some kind of dots
or specks on the black and green screen somewhere inside the large green circle. Instead, the long
green line that was spinning around the image like a fast clock hand was simply doing just that,
spinning. There were no beeps, or sounds, as Thora would have expected.
“I guess the city is empty,” she muttered to herself, rather than the robot.
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Scanning...
The city isn’t empty,
the human is here.
A human!
I found one!
It is...
pretty.
Dirty. Lost. And...
scared?
There is something there,
I cannot place it.
But it needs my help.
I need to play my part.
Finally, I have a master!
True flesh and blood.
I can help.
I can scan.
I can find more.
Curious...
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Thora now knew for certain that she was alone in this silent jungle of a city. She had to get closer to
somewhere people were, closer to seattle. This little droid could be her chance at finding someone.
It seemed set on this idea of ‘scanning’, perhaps it could scan further than just the city scape,
perhaps, if she was lucky, this little droid could use this military-looking equipment to find someone,
or at least point her in the right direction. She looked again at the large screens hanging over a
small, tidy workstation; clearly not a human area, it was too clean and devoid of mess and clutter.
One of the remaining screens was displaying a number of letters, but even though they were broken
up similar to the way words on a page might be, Thora could not make any sense of them. The last
screen, however, was currently playing an old re-run of an episode of a ‘tensies’ show, called The Big
Bang Theory. Well, that explained the way the droid spoke. Thora remembered watching it as a
child, a hilarious comedy based on the idea that people with a higher intelligence level were
considered socially awkward and unacceptable. It was in this moment, as Thora stood staring at the
screen, that she remembered sitting on the floor of the living room in her family home, watching the
delightfully intelligent characters chatter about comic books and computer games. And all of a
sudden she remembered who she was.
Born 2005, Thora Sandra Duncan, to parents Margaret Duncan and Peter Duncan in Seattle,
Washington State, United States of America. She remembered her parents, their faces, the way
they smelt, even the way her mother used to nag her to pick up her socks that she had a bad habit of
leaving all over the house. She remembered being an only child, and always feeling an aching
loneliness and a need to surround herself with people. New faces entered her mind, her friends, half
a dozen smiling faces that filled her with comfort and a warm feeling of acceptance. Thora began
remembering a multitude of fragments, people, likes and dislikes as her entire life came flooding
back.
The little robot had stopped it’s beeping a short while before Thora had begun her memory
rebuilding daydream. It watched her, wondering to itself, perhaps, what was going on. As Thora
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final began to remember where she was, she shook her head a little, her short brown hair falling over
her eyes. She brushed her hair aside and let her eyes focus once more on the small droid.
“I need to find my family,” she stammered quickly, moving toward the television screens and looking
at the cables and buttons on the desk. Nothing made much sense to her. She looked to the robot. It
let out a few sharp beeps before skimming quickly along the desk to the screen that showed the
glowing green radar. It’s little blue lights flashed as it seemed to send a message to the radar system.
The radar flickered for a moment, and then, suddenly, several little dots started flashing in response.
The screen beside the radar now read ‘Philadelphia, PA’.
“You’ve found people?” Thora stepped closer to the screen, hope gripping her, heart pounding. The
robot did its nodding dance again, bouncing excitedly up and down. “Scanning...” Thora felt a slow
and powerful surge of relief flow through her.
But before the relief could settle, the middle screen started emitting a series of loud and terribly earsplitting noises, some kind of alarm, Thora guessed. She turned her attention fully to the middle
screen, stepping closer again, so close the edges of the screen blurred in her peripheral vision.
“What? What’s happening?” Thora didn’t understand any of the groups of letters flashing upon the
screen.

NYC HBDFD PFD MLI T-2:00

Thora read the letters several times, still, they made no sense to her; it was some kind of program
jargon, some kind of code. She looked at the small orb, whose lights were flashing haphazardly
around its form. “What does it mean?”
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“Scanning failed. New York City has been determined for destruction. Prepare for demolition.
Missile launch in T minus two minutes.”
Thora stopped, her heart seemed to begin beating more slowly, her brain trying to process the
information being presented. She stared at the screen, her mouth opening and closing, no sound
escaped her, her throat as disastrously silent as the city surrounding her.
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Scanning...
Failure.
Sadness.
Destruction,
beyond what has
already been destroyed.
I had my chance,
to make a diﬀerence.
I found her.
She is safe.
Please stop.
Don’t fire.
We are here.
Response?
Response?
Response?
...
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The End.
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